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at all on the composition of the cabinet; a cabinet of bureau-
crats such as many imperial cabinets had been would serve their
purposes but so would a cabinet of politicians provided it was
clearly understood who were the cabinet's masters; they had not
even a policy; they represented what they called ad nauseam the
Christian-Conservative standpoint, enlightened oligarchy as they
might have called it, if they had not been so sure that the nation
and themselves were one, and that the rule of the landed
aristocracy, instead of being what it was, class rule of a peculiarly
narrow type, was actually the finest brand of democracy—the
government of the rest by the best.
For the Papens, Alvenslebens, Oldenburgs, and the like,
Schleicher had a fundamental contempt, the contempt that the
man immersed in politics has for the squire and the flaneur. To
Schleicher East Elbia was an intellectual wilderness, the last
stronghold of mediaevalism; he did not at all realize that the
intelligence of the ultra-civilized town will always find itself hard
put to it to overcome the cunning of the uncivilized country.
None of them would have claimed to be his equal in subtlety
and finesse, and he was completely deceived by the cordiality
and respect which they showed him. Once he had come to the
conclusion that into his brilliant combinations Bruening would
no longer fit, he fell back on the presidential party. He outlined
to the Herrenklub leaders his views on the situation and the
necessity of incorporating the "national" elements in the state,
of turning the "national" front into a basis of aristocratic govern-
ment, indicated a whole variety of combinations, showed the
importance of finishing with the party system and of taking the
chance offered to reduce the Left to the position of impotence
in which it was in 1914, and found ready listeners. These men
were good judges of talk and Schleicher was an excellent talker.
The whole plan of bringing down the cabinet or rather tricking
it into bringing itself down was worked out in detail.
Quite unconscious of what was going on behind his back,
Bruening, whose health as a result of his election exertions and
of the strain of double office was none too good, had seen signs
of hope at last. Germany was on the eve of a great international

